Veterans’ Club Of P.C. To Sponsor Tag Day For War Memorial Fund

Support Vets’ Tag Day

Shown placing the sign for the “Memorial Grotto Maintenance Fund” are Mr. Frank Sheed, O.F., moderator of the Veterans’ Club, and Vice-President of the club, Charles Webb.

By PAUL GRADY

On November 8, the Veterans Club of Providence College will sponsor a Vets’ Tag Day for the express purpose of collecting donations for the maintenance of the War Memorial Grotto, dedicated to the memory of the students of Providence College who lost their lives fighting for their country.

The Veterans Club has the approval and best wishes of the administration in this endeavor. The club requests that the student body contribute whatever they can to support this worthy cause. In return for the contribution, the donor will be presented with an official tag to mark them as a supporter of this worthwhile project.

A special mass for the deceased will be celebrated by the club moderator, Father Kane, a former Navy chaplain, at the War Memorial Grotto at 10 a.m. on the morning of the twelfth. All members of the P.C. student body and friends of the deceased P.C. military dead are cordially invited to attend this mass with the members of the Vets Club.

Ring Committee Chairmen Elected By Junior Class

Two weeks ago, the Junior Class held its first meeting for the purpose of electing the co-chairmen of the Class Ring Committee. George DeHayes, a contributor from Charlow, Mass., and Norman Duggan, of Westfield, Conn., were elected as the coordinating chairmen. Approximately thirty members of their class participated in the voting.

At a special meeting held yesterday, a permanent committee was appointed to meet the various sales representatives of the ring concern contacted, and also to examine their products and contract conditions. Gene Daly, last year’s chairman, has offered his services to the committee.

In past years the committee has emphasized the quality of the ring rather than a set definite price. For a few dollars more a ring which has a greater pennyweight and is constructed to last a lifetime can be bought. Rather than set a definite price. For a few dollars more a ring which has a greater pennyweight and is constructed to last a lifetime can be purchased.

Last Thursday, November 1, Master James Jones of the Herff-Jones Company of Newark, N.J., was met by a large group of Juniors. The chairman presided while Mr. Corr explained the advantages of his ring. He promised that rings would be delivered to the class by the end of February, if his company received the contract.

The next meeting with a sales representative will be tomorrow, Thursday, at 1:30 in the parlor across from the oratory in Harkins Hall.

Freshmen Elections To Be Held Nov. 28

After consultation with Father Quirk, freshman moderator, the freshmen will hold their first election this afternoon for a new student council. Freshman elections for Wednesday, November 28. Nominations open on Wednesday, November 21, at 10 a.m. All candidates must submit a receipt from the Student Congress office. Nominations papers must be returned to the Student Congress office before 11:00 a.m. on Wednesday, November 28, will be election day. All candidates must present a nomination paper to the Student Congress office. Nominations must be earned by the Student Congress, with a minimum of fifteen signatures of classmate support. The following nominations will be held: Mr. Frank Sheed, Mr. Stephen Coates, Mr. John Brown, and Mr. Richard Brown.

Coatesmen Cop R. I. Title; Top Brown In Final Meet

By BOB RUGGERI

Providence College varsity hurlers concluded a very successful dual meet season with a convincing 24-32 defeat of their cross city rivals, Brown University.

This was a race between respective hurlers of the two teams with W. B. Williams scoring three runs for the Coatesmen, while R. I. Brown was shut out of the game.

Williams was the early leader, probably attempting to dupe Sullivan into running himself out, but Sullivan was not to be fooled and Williams was thrown out.

L. Omer jumped into the lead momentarily but at the conclusion of one circuit of the three lap course Sullivan enjoyed a slight advantage over Coatesmen and Hanlon. But the order shifted consistently and now Boucher lead the other two by a slim margin.

Freshmen Elected By Junior Class

Tom Gilligan, Tom Putney Named ROTC Ball Chairmen

Tom Gilligan and Tom Putney have been elected by the Student Congress as the co-chairmen of the ROTC (Reserve Officers’ Training Corps) Ball Committee.

Hilary Lipsey, president of the Student Congress of Providence College, announced yesterday that Frank J. Sheed of the publishing house of Sheed & Ward would chair a general assembly for all students of the college on Tuesday, November 15, in Alumni Hall under the sponsorship of the Student Congress.

Mr. Sheed is a supporter of this worthwhile cause. He was graduated from Sydney University in Arts and Law. On coming to America, he founded not to practice law, but instead a Catholic publishing house, which aims at presenting Catholicism positively and at being a medium of expressing the whole Catholic world. In 1928, with his wife, Maxie Ward, he established the London house of Sheed & Ward. The American house was founded in 1929.

The firm lists include most of the best known Catholic authors in Europe and America. Chesterton, Belloc, Christopher Dawson, Alfred Noyes, C. S. Lewis, H. J. Massy, and E. R. Lucco, have just been awarded a Doctorate of Sacred Theology.

EISENHOWER-NIXON RE-ELECTED

Trackmen Stop Brown

By Dick Wolfe

On Wednesday evening at 10:30, the Reverend Anthony A. Jurgelaitis, O.F.M., S.A. in charge of a Spanish class on WJAR-TV, is the second week that Father Jurgelaitis has appeared on television’s “Operation Schoolhouse.” A course in history is also given on the radio at the same time by Mister Robert L. Deasy, M.A., professor of History at 10:00 and 10:30.

Mister Deasy will speak for ten successive Tuesdays on the Spanish-American War, particularly in the role played by the newspapers of that era.

Mr. Deasy, a resident of Ramford, Rhode Island, attended Saint Raphael Academy in Pawtucket. At Providence College he majored in history, graduating in 1953 magna cum laude. He continued his studies at Fordham University, where he received his Master’s Degree a year later. The following two years Mr. Deasy spent as a student at Fordham University, where he received his Master’s Degree a year later. The following two years Mr. Deasy spent as a student at Fordham University, where he received his Master’s Degree a year later. The following two years Mr. Deasy spent as...
A Working Congress

By DICK DONELA

This year has shown an intrinsic change or better, an attitude change in the general attitude of the student body towards Providence College. There has been a surge of almost unprecedented enthusiasm which has brought about the predominant force behind this reform has been a number of maneuvers. None of these has progressed to a clearly stated form of action, for the United Nations was in existence at the time.

There is no reason to develop these facts any further, it is the consequences of these actions that are being hastened by the Congress. There has been a surge of almost unprecedented enthusiasm which has brought about the predominant force behind this reform has been a number of maneuvers. None of these has progressed to a clearly stated form of action, for the United Nations was in existence at the time.

In the first place, the efforts of the group of people against Poland, through the Congress, have been both recognition of the Russian cause. The latest blow to the English lifeline was the Russian attack on the country, destroyed its government, and the vague memory of somebody doing a lot of foolish things. When his perception sharpens somewhat, he remembers that it was he who threw the grandfathers clock through the front door and poured marlins into the piano to make it sound better. Comes morning, however, he wishes he had been in Siberia, or at least in Madagascar. It is often the same thing with politics. In the heat of campaign maneuvers a man is likely to make a great deal of promises, but which, however in the cold light of day, terrify the author. The part about these promises is, if mixed with need improvements and the like, which for one reason or another, are not thought to be feasible by the policy makers. Of course this does not apply to all, or even the greater part. A man usually is kept by his promises. But there are a few which, for reasons of political expediency, are kept as a lie. Bert also formulated a certain set of conditions that will be that.

In Passing

By Dave Pepin

Being hard pressed by a deadline, I am forced to relate an old told story which takes no imagination on my part. It is the story of Bert Brennan, and his contribution to students over the years. I can't say, "people here like it." The question is, what are the people that like it doing in a college? Anyone who has so little brains that he must concentrate his intellectual powers on the particular type of trivia would be better off tending steps cats, to borrow one of your own stabbing hyperbole.

The Cowl. November 7, 1956

Political View Point

By Frank Brennan

In the last few weeks the world situation has gone from the frying pan into the fire, and it seems as though its going to stay there until the whole mess is washed out.

The first of these events was the revolt of the people of Poland against their Soviet overlords. In a move that was probably planned in chapter in that country's history. Catching a spark from Poland, Hungarians began the revolt. Whether a spark or a leap of reason, I don't know, whatever it was, it seemed to be a success. They had driven the Soviets out of their cities, and had set up their own temporary government. This government then proceeded to discuss with the Russians, an unsuccessful attempt, to have the help of Russian troops from the country of Hungary. This is the Russian invasion of Poland which is still in progress, and replaced it with a group of men loyal to the present Congress.

While all this was going on, the Near East was exploding into another world crisis. Israel declared war on Egypt, for the main reason that the government of Egypt, which is still in progress, took this bleg in their Iron Curtain, and on Sunday of this week, Russian troops with weapons attached, conquered the country, and replaced it with a group of men loyal to the present Congress.

Next we turn our attention to the issues in the middle section of the world. There are those institutions which believe that education is the man's highest achievement. Those who have been made. The voter then has a perfect lever upon which he can exert his will. Part of campaign promises. Most of these are made in good faith and are the policy makers. Of course this does not apply to all, or even the greater part. A man usually is kept by their making. But there are a few which, for reasons of political expediency, are kept as a lie. Bert also formulated a certain set of conditions that will be that.
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A Change Is Needed

(Charles Thomas, who writes in the Richmond Professional Institute's Prontoc, doesn't like some of the theme assignments given to freshman English students. He rebelled against the idea of themes entitled: HOW I SPENT MY SUMMER VACATION.

...the theme assignments given to freshman English students. He rebelled against the idea of themes entitled: HOW I SPENT MY SUMMER VACATION.

LA SALLE SHOE REPAIR
999 SMITH STREET
SERVICE AND QUALITY

Music Of Hugo Basso Featured At Annual P.C. Autumn Festival

By John Pelleiter

The Autumn Festival, the first major social event of the current season, was held on Friday evening, November 2, 1956. The setting for this gala event was in the lounge of Aquinas, Hugo Basso and his orchestra provided the dance music. The autumn theme was carried out to its fullest in the lounge of Stephen Hall. The walls were decorated with handsome autumn murals. Corn stalks placed about the hall lent to the true autumn atmosphere. Beautiful fall streamers hung from the ceiling and small tables with tablecloths lifted the dance floor. The chief attraction here was the modern jazz band of Sal Campo. The refreshments for the evening consisted of cider, coffee and small pastry.

The guests included: Very Rev. Robert Slavin, O.P., President; Rev. Vincent Dore, O.P., Dean; Rev. Joseph Lennon, O.P., Dean of Men; and other members of the faculty and members of the ministry staff.

The dance committee was headed by Vince Smith. He was assisted by Jim Baker, Leon Callahan, Jim Felice, and Harry Littyle.

Letters To The Editor

Dear Sir:

I would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank all those who voted for me in the past election. I would also like to congratulate Ed Clift who was elected to the post of vice-president and all the other fellows who were elected. There is no doubt in my mind that they will prove themselves worthy of their positions.

Sincerely, Richard LaFrance

Dear Editor:

Fresh from high school, we look for correct spelling in the COWL.

We wish to utilize the medium of the Cowl to express our appreciation to you for electing us to the honor of being your class officers. It is our sincere hope that we may continue to have the cooperation and good will of the class in order that we may, as a class, go on to greater achievements.

Once again may we thank the class of 1959 for bestowing upon us this honor.

Sincerely, John Lane, President Ed Lind, Vice President Paul Walsh, Secretary Kevin McMahon, Treasurer

To the class of 1949:

I wish to thank publicly all of you who supported me in last week’s election. I wish to thank especially Paul Czup, my campaign manager, Jim Baker, who did a wonderful job on campaign posters; Bill Clifford, who worked so tirelessly for a good election; and Father Reid, who certainly has his whole heart and spirit behind our class.

I also take this opportunity to congratulate Ed Clift on what I believe was a clean, well-fought campaign, and to wish John Lane and the sophomore officers a successful year. I know that I shall support them in our class activities, as much as possible, and sincerely hope that all you who supported me will do the same.

Respectfully, Richard J. De Nei

Dear Mr. Hannon:

We wish to take this opportunity to personally thank the COWL, for allowing us to present our political views before the student body of Providence College. It was our intention to give both sides of the picture...
By Dale Faullker

The coaches know it always comes. To that fraternity it's as expected as the August "dog days." It seems every weekend finds frustrated sportswriters and Bob Williams to romp untouched through the first three weeks, unbeaten. Such previous unsullied elevations usually collapse of the lurking Yale pow." The annual intramural cross-country race, held last Wednesday was won by Tony DaPonte. He was followed by Suffulito, McNamara, Warren and Boucher. When the Yaleies finally did play a game and were drastically outgunned by the University of Connecticut, the same scribes passed off the mediocrity showing as another game jitters. Following weeks Yale downed hapless Brown, thinned Columbia, and ridged the ballplayers under him. I say it was as it should be, and when it came round to me, they'd say, 'This is it. This is what we've been fighting for all season long.' In that same year, '55, Northies say, their champion, Boucher, replied that he was disappointed in the Yankee miserliness gives rise to the salaries of Berra, Mantle, and Rizzuto. The three became the object of any sport is to win. The Yankee front office has sport. The Yankees are not a sport.
Large Selling Filter Brands

Comparing...

Better Tobacco! Better Filter! Better Taste!

Viceroy has 20,000 Filters

Because Only Viceroy Has 20,000 Filters

As the other Two Largest-Selling Filter Brands

 предоставляет, что...
Barristers Discuss Evening Meetings

The Providence College Barristers, exploring with the possibility of holding evening meetings, met last Thursday at the home of Rev. James H. Fink, 460 Harkins Hall. At this lively meeting, President of the Bar Association of Providence, Rev. James H. Fink, addressed the group on the powerful “negative and affirmative cases” on the “natural” topic—Discrimination. The atmosphere was one of continuing to further open discussion of this very difficult issue.

On Wednesday, November 7, at 3 p.m., the members of the group met to explore the novel idea of holding meetings during the academic year. The rest of the committee was rounded out by Bob DeCosta, Junior Class President, and President of the Friars Club, John DeBerardino, who was excited about the possibilities of being able to have a Während meeting each week. The idea was that the committee would have its first meeting next week. It will be the policy of the committee to try to get as many suggestions as possible from the students in regard to this important decision. At all meetings, at least one officer will be present, so that matters which cannot be handled over the phone will have full attendance in the event that one of the members is unable to be present.

Union Representative Explains Grievance Procedure To Members of Industrial Relations Institute

In the most spirited meeting to date, of the Thomistic Institute of Catholic University, Dr. John J. Lowery, Director of Industrial Relations Institute, spoke about the procedure of handling grievances. He explained the importance of understanding the process of handling grievances, and the importance of being well-informed about the procedure before one is faced with a situation. He emphasized the need for all members to be familiar with the procedure, and encouraged them to ask questions and participate in the discussion.

Questions directed at Mr. Chay although touching sometimes difficult topics, were met with a display of interest and concern by all present. It was evident that there was a real desire to learn and understand the process of handling grievances, and to ensure that all members were well-informed about it.

In Defense of This Thing Called Jazz

BY JOHN ENCELL

We have seen how jazz was pushed out of New Orleans, and was to migrate to many parts of the country. Chicago had ideal surroundings for the development of jazz. In 1907, a Negro folk dance known as “Swing” was introduced. It was not only restricted to Chicago but also spread to other parts of the country. The spread of Swing was facilitated by the distribution of sheet music and the use of record players.

It was in the 1920s that the prominence of jazz began to increase in Chicago. The popularity of jazz was further enhanced by the establishment of commercial recording companies, which began to produce jazz records. These records were played in bars, clubs, and other social gatherings, and helped to spread the popularity of jazz.

The popularity of jazz continued to increase in the 1930s and 1940s, and it became a popular form of entertainment. Jazz was played in theaters, concert halls, and in the homes of wealthy people. The popularity of jazz was further enhanced by the establishment of jazz festivals, which were held in various parts of the country.

In the 1950s, jazz began to decline in popularity, and it was replaced by other forms of music. However, jazz continues to be popular today, and it is enjoyed by people all over the world.
The highlight of the Wayneocket Club meeting at the Knights of Colombo Hall was the introduction of Father Richard Fox, O.F. P., a recent addition to the faculty of Providence College and the club's new moderator. Father Fox showed a sincere interest in the welfare of the club and its members. Following James Hackett, the outgoing mod- erator, was commended for the fine work done during the past school year. G. Brewster, of the senior class; James Hogan, of the junior class; and John Looney, of the sophomore class, were officially sworn in as active members of the Congress.

\[\text{\textbf{REPORTS}}\]

Next, reports from the various committees were heard. Gerald Malloy, chairman of the Legislative Committee reported that the new Cardinal Club, recently formed, was making a good showing at the special vote of the Congress. The activities of the Social Committee under the leadership of seniors James and Christopher Carrington were well received. Professor Frey has consented to be chairman of the Freshman Week activities. The group of cheerleaders to promote sprit at athletic functions, the Freshman-Sophomore tag of war was won by the seniors. It was reported that the Friday night stag dances have been temporarily suspended, that there was no real rivalry between the classes. The outstanding local meeting was an annual Halloween party at the Chad Brown Community Center, October 31, and finally that the possibility of holding movies on campus for the next New England season was being considered.

\[\text{\textbf{OLD BUSINESS}}\]

Speaking on behalf of the Legislative Committee, Mr. Malloy moved that an amendment proposed at a previous meeting by Mr. Swann concerning Art. VI, Sec. VI, of the constitution be withdrawn, and recommended that Mr. Swann present a candidate for the position of chief class officer at the next meeting. Mr. Swann pointed then proposed a new amendment by the law (amendment IV) that any Congress member missing two designated functions within the freshman legislative committee and the executive committee then recommending at the next official Congress meeting whether or not he should be expelled. For expulsion, it was proposed by Mr. Swann that a three-quarter quorum (one and one-half of the total membership) be present. He then supplemented the proposal with the suggestion that any Congress member considered for expulsion be temporarily placed in charge of a captive committee.

These latter two motions were carried, to be read again at the next monthly Congress meeting.

\[\text{\textbf{VETERAN'S CLUB HEAD SPEAKS}}\]

Prior to new business, Mr. Lipson presented Mr. Daniel Del Vecchio, president of the Student Veterans Association group, to speak on the subject of the group for the veterans-sponsored Tag-Day, scheduled for Thursday, November 8th. He explained that with the Administration's approval, the suggestions of the veterans were accepted, and that the Saturday Famine at the Memorial Grotto on campus, commemorating the war-dead from Providence College. A motion was passed and passed that the Congress support the affair, and that the members wear the tags.

\[\text{\textbf{NEW BUSINESS}}\]

First on the agenda for new business was a motion passed to extend the sympathy of the Congress to James Shesn, '58, reporter for Congress news from the University of Georgia. A proposal was then made that the gate-way between Hendricks Field at the S.W. corner be made bigger until further notice to facilitate traffic problems after classes. A resolution that the Congress send three undergraduate Congress members to a convention of the Federation of College Congresses to be held early next spring was heard. He then moved upward to the previous Saturday afternoon a meeting at the Alumni Grotto on campus, commemorating the war-dead from Providence College. A motion was passed and passed that the Congress support the affair, and that the members wear the tags.

\[\text{\textbf{ANTIOCH CENSURED}}\]

(ACP)—Antioch College of Yellow Springs, Ohio, was censured at the recent convention held in Los Angeles, the American Legion argued, for permitting "pernicious subversive programs and activities to function on campus." A statement from the college said that the action was purposely passed by the Legion in 1954. This time, however, one of the original supporters of resolution, Ohio state representative Lowell Fawcett, was not as cooperative, the Legion said that the Legion was talking about things that took place few years ago and that aren't taking place now. Fawcett, who helped bring about the 1954 censure said "the atmosphere at Antioch has cleared." Antioch President Elton Gould said this to say about the latest censu- sure action: "I do wonder a little, I do wonder why these people know as we do, if it is necessary to tell them anymore that these censure are untrue. Let me say we strongly as I know how, that there are no subver- sive, there are no subver- sive actions, the resolution is an off- the-cuff comment, President Gould said.

\[\text{\textbf{YOURS TASTY BEST IN A FILTER CIGARETTE}}\]

By James Hearn

The Pyramid Players have announced that tentative selections for the cast of "The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial" will be made in a few weeks. There will, however, a number of plans open in the stage and lighting departments. It is advised that students interested in these fields watch the Pyramid Players Bulletin Board for announcements.

The members of the Pyramid Players' production staff have expressed optimism concerning the distribution of power in the "The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial." They feel that the character of the treacherous will be an impacting atmosphere. Proof of the treacherousness of the characters in the play will be revealed in the characters and in the characters' reactions to the stage. Newly formed Credit and ch 

\[\text{\textbf{HERE COME THE GIRLS}}\]

(ACP)—What was once a strictly male forte has collapsed at the University of Texas. Six new radielettes, women, that is, have been admitted to the school's Air Force ROTC training program. They will take their place inside the walls of the campus training program. They have been instructed in the art of flying by the women's ROTC training program. They have been instructed in the art of flying by the women's ROTC training program. They have been instructed in the art of flying by the women's ROTC training program. They have been instructed in the art of flying by the women's ROTC training program. They have been instructed in the art of flying by the women's ROTC training program. They have been instructed in the art of flying by the women's ROTC training program.

The play will be presented in the Hancher Auditorium on the nights of December 13, 14, and 15, with curtain at eight.
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**Political Viewpoint**
(Continued from Page 2)

This situation has made bed-fellows out of the United States and the Soviet Union, but not between the United States had anything to do with it. Russia has seen, in this situa­
the truth of or a story, and the allied powers, and is doing every­
materialize this possibility. This Sunda­
the General Assembly in order to see if they can do this, there's no telling where the world will end.

The one conclusion that seems to be evi­
dence in this whole confused affair is that the
United Nations is on the "rocks," and seems to be
holding for Davy Jones' locker. But if the
U. N. does go the way of the League of
States and the Soviet Union, but
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writers' field and could have been
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lege team throughout the country.
Everything happened to crash for
Elliott's on the 23rd and from that point
it, is and will be, a new Yale team,
plunging for lost prestige and seek­
proof of their former press clips.

The two other victims of that
dreaded day—Michigan State and
Michigan—rebounded with precision
less that Saturday, and are all
from battle it out for Big Ten honors.
Yale looked unimpressive again.
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**PHARMACY**
YOUR PRESCRIPTION CENTER
TWO REGISTERED PHARMACISTS ON DUTY
ALBERT T. LILLA, B.S., Ph.G., Prop.
895 SMITH STREET

**ROTC Ball...**
(Continued from Page 1)

McCarthy and Edward Rooney, tickets and
program, John Kerby and Al
Bagnaschi, invitations; Robert De
Brennan, and Frank Brennan.

**Senior Hoedden Tickets On Sale**

Tickets for the Farmer's Festival will be
sold at $1.50 per couple and will be
Until further notice by the club.

**Profeessors**
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Dean Stuart, a former instructor of
the Army Ordnance School, Supply Di­
vision, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland, will not return to last summer he worked toward his Doctor's Degree, upon his being as­
signified to the faculty here at Prov­
cence College.

"Operation Schoolhouse" is to bring formal education into the home. Lectures are given on various subjects by teachers from elementary schools, high schools, and colleges. The role of the Spanish
American War was placed as Mr.
Denny's topic because of the gross un­
familiarity of the majority of the people with it.

(ACP)—This one also comes from the
Ivy Tower. A horse, e.g. was asked on a test how she would
manage to make small rooms appear larger. She answered:
"To make small rooms appear larger use thinner wallpaper."

**It's FOR REAL! by Chester Field**

**Fifteen New Members Attend First Meeting Of WDOM Staff**

By Dick Wolfe

Last Tuesday, October 30, the first first meeting of the new campus radio station, WDOM, under the
moderation of the Reverend Wart
Harlingen, Dean of Abyss, was
held in the broadcasting headquarters in Al­
ternative, with the general tenor.

**ARDACE TIE BAR**
PROVIDENCE'S ONLY All-Neckwear SHOP
Unsurpassed Values
Ross- $1.00 - $1.50 - Founders - $1.00 - $1.50
Woven Socks - $1.50 - $2.00
No Better Selection ANYWHERE
At Popular Prices
Shop 15 Westminster Street Arcade

**MORAL: Once you know the real**

Of course, you still like her, but she
looks in the mirror to see if she
was still the same girl she was

That was the day she resigned.
That was the day they made her queen.

Ladies, it's a day you'll never forget!

**Memories**

Smoke in the mirror to see if she
was still the same girl she was

That was the day she resigned.
That was the day they made her queen.

"Life," she sighed, "is never the same after you've
been in a love romance." That was

The happiest day she ever knew!

"Life," she sighed, "is never the same after you've
been in a love romance." That was

"Life," she sighed, "is never the same after you've
been in a love romance." That was